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INTRODUCTION

Clinical practice in vascular medicine has greatly changed over the last decades. A close
look at the recent past reveals that vascular research has covered an astonishing variety of
topics and scopes. Our understanding of vascular diseases is continuously expanding, and
new therapeutic approaches are being developed. Multiple factors have driven the evolution
of vascular medicine—including disruptive innovations, particularly those involving minimally
invasive techniques and technologies; the development of evidence-based practice; and extending
the use of minimally invasive interventions beyond traditional vascular interventions. In this
commentary, we summarize the main achievements characterizing research in vascular medicine,
and future perspectives.

WHERE WE ARE

As our future is largely determined by our past, it is interesting to review the advances and
challenges over the last decades. Peripheral arterial disease management has drastically changed,
with shifts toward more endovascular services and less open surgery, particularly in arterial
diseases. In the USA, peripheral arterial interventions are now more common than coronary
interventions, with a significant increase of interventions for distal arteries. Technological advances
have played pivotal roles in improving technical success in many settings. Specialized devices
have enabled greatly increased rates of crossing chronic total arterial occlusions, even when heavy
calcified (1); the long-term safety of vascular access has been improved (2); and outpatient vascular
interventions are becoming common at many institutions (3).

Gal et al. (4) recently performed a comprehensive review, and determined that the most
important achievements in cardiovascular medicine have been the development of evidence-based
concepts to guide treatment, and the establishment of outcomes as a new endpoint for patient
management. Analysis of those achievements revealed innovation as the cornerstone for many
research areas.

Modern Evidence-Based Medicine
As minimally invasive techniques grew in popularity, the lack of solid data supporting their use
prompted interest in performing clinical trials and meta-analyses to establish stronger evidence in
several areas of vascular medicine. For example, one meta-analysis revealed improved outcomes
with the use of covered stents in peripheral arterial obstructions compared to bare metal stents (5).
The most important and controversial meta-analysis was most likely a 2018 study that reported
increased long-term mortality in patients treated with paclitaxel-based drug delivery devices
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(coated balloons and eluting stents) (6). Since that initial
report, several meta-analyses and studies have been conducted
to clarify the relationship between paclitaxel and mortality
(7, 8). Although some issues remain unclear, these reports
highlighted the importance of patient outcome, including long-
term follow-up, as a crucial endpoint for decision-making and
patientmanagement. Another challenging area of interest was the
outcomes of patients with venous thromboembolic disease (9).

Trends in Innovation and Translational

Research
Importantly, the majority of innovations have been disruptive,
including techniques and technologies, as well as clinical
approaches and unexplored territories. A disruptive innovation,
a business model described by Clayton Christensen in the early
1990s, is an innovation that creates a new offer with the potential
to disrupt and displace the previously established market. This
can include a breakthrough technology that provides better
products or that makes products and services affordable and
accessible for a larger population. In healthcare, particularly
in vascular medicine, disruptive innovations have promoted
accelerated development and progression. Thrombectomy
devices that assist in crossing chronic total occlusions, including
re-entry catheters, have greatly improved technical success
rates (10, 11). Drug delivery technologies are among the most
important innovations in recent decades (12). Nowadays,
endovascular treatment, mainly via percutaneous approaches,
can be applied for about 75–95% of vascular lesions (13).

One disadvantage of this rapid technological progress
is the difficulty of achieving a high level of evidence, as
currently defined in the medical community (14). Multilevel
disruptive innovations typically imply frequent changes and
rapid improvements of technologies, which limit their evaluation
in multiple randomized controlled trials. This is particularly true
for new medical devices (15).

WHERE WE ARE GOING

Considering the above-described recent history of vascular
medicine, a pragmatic research strategy should aim to address
current knowledge gaps, develop approaches to help establish
future healthcare and human wellness, and promote the
culture of innovation. The greatest challenge in addressing the
knowledge gap is probably the manner in which knowledge itself
is built. The current definition of high-level evidence presents
several limitations in the setting of innovative technologies,
particularly in “dependent research”—which can be defined as
clinical research that depends on a market-available technology
provided by a private partner different from those involved in the
patient-management decision processes. This recent partnership
for sharing knowledge and data science between the academic
environment and industry is considered an important driver of
innovation and progress. Notably, in such partnerships, short-
term objectives (e.g., feasibility, safety, and performances) are
more commonly evaluated compared to long-term endpoints
and cost-effectiveness. For example, many randomized clinical

trials examining drug delivery technologies are performed
by industry and, in the post-marketing phases, are usually
focused on the short-term and mid-term endpoints required for
extending their markets, rather than on long-term performance
or safety endpoints. In the near future, it will be necessary to
build new models for acquiring independent knowledge and
building evidence.

The recent introduction of large data as sources for acquiring
new knowledge through deep learning and artificial neural
networks will help us meet the challenges of rapidly gathering
evidence (16). In fact, these new approaches will affect all medical
research and will significantly contribute not only to building
evidence but also to redesigning horizons for medical practice.
From this perspective, the future of vascular medicine will
likely be dominated by preventive medicine, predictive medicine,
personalized medicine, and participatory practice. In the near
future, predictive medicine will be used to forecast future health
events and to predict therapeutic responses for many procedures.
For example, recent advances in functional imaging combined
with morphologic assessment using computational algorithms
might help in predicting the technical success of treatment with
regards to endovascular repair of several aortic disorders (17).
Personalized medicine is another future development. Although
the personalized treatment approach is an old concept—
described in ancient Greece by Rufus of Ephesus, who suggested
that drugs have different effects on different people—it has
attracted increasing interest over recent years.

Clearly, the next decade will bring accelerated research in
vascular medicine. In particular, I believe that we will observe
progress in the follow four pillars.

Imaging and Tools for Image-Guided

Minimally Invasive Therapies
Imaging should continue to be an important driver for improving
patient management—from diagnosis to prediction of disease
complications and imaging-guided therapies. Close integration
of multimodal imaging, 3D imaging, 3D-printed models, and
image fusion may provide better intra-procedural guidance,
thus increasing efficiency and precision, especially in complex
anatomy. Growing interest in the concept of x-free guidance
will drive research to develop realistic platforms and compatible
materials for MR-guided interventions and robotics (18, 19).
Specific attention should be paid to integrating virtual or
enhanced reality in vascular interventions.

Implanted and Wearable Devices
Multiple wearable devices have been recently introduced in the
market—including devices for tracking heart rhythm and daily
activity and for hemodynamic monitoring—and their use is
rapidly growing. Wearable devices may offer new data regarding
patient health (20), which should help monitor patient condition.
At the population level, these data serve as part of the larger trend
of big data and artificial intelligence, which will likely play a role
in better understanding vascular diseases, and defining patients
at risk of developing disease or complications. Moreover, the
collected data and their analysis will significantly contribute to
building new models for establishing evidence.
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We will also see continued development of implanted
devices and tools that assist with catheter-based therapies. The
arena of research covering vascular implantable devices should
be dominated by three main directions: miniaturization for
improved feasibility and safety, new delivery systems compatible
with future imaging guidance (e.g., MRI) or novel implantation
concepts (e.g., automation and robotization), and controlling the
biologic responses to implanted devices with or without local
drug delivery.

New Endpoints for Patient Management

and Healthcare Systems
The current paradigm shift in patient management, from
a focus on death to greater focus on patient quality-
of-life endpoints, will continue. Additionally, treatment
strategies will be increasingly driven by cost-effectiveness.
Healthcare systems will shift from a fee-for-service
model to a fee-for-value model, with the expansion of
systems based on a unified region or country. The trend
toward web-based care and telemedicine will present
challenges, as we strive to preserve the quality of service
and patient security, while improving rapid and affordable
service access.

Education and Training
As rapid innovations prompt rapid changes in practices, new
tools, and systems should be developed for education and
training to ensure the most efficient possible translation of
innovation to clinical practice (21). Finally, great effort should
be made to demonstrate the importance of multidisciplinary
collaboration for improved patient management, especially in the
era of fast-moving technologies.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the last decade has brought the development of
many new approaches in vascular medicine. However, this rapid
advancement significantly limits the ability to build the highest
level of evidence to support many recent achievements. Over
the next decade, we should endeavor to address knowledge gaps
and establish new systems for evidence-based medical practice.
This arena will likely continue to be dominated by the disruptive
innovations that have characterized vascular medicine to date.
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